Wednesday, April 12, 2017

CDBG Advisory Committee Meeting
Conference Room 402a
9-2 pm

1. Introductions (10 minutes) – Moira

2. *CDBG Redesign*: Feedback From Outreach Meetings and Next Steps (1 hour) – Moira

3. *CDBG Redesign*: Historical Utilization of CDBG Funds By Activity, Including ED OTC (45 minutes) – Karen


5. *PTAs*: Consider Allowing “LMJ” National Objective (20 minutes) – Jennifer Owen/Open Discussion
   - Discuss how planning grants are recorded in HCD’s Set-Up Reports and whether corrections are needed to contracts for ED planning grants coded as LMJ

6. 2017 NOFA Additional Changes (15 minutes) – Eric/Niki D.

7. Discuss how the first-in/first-out rule makes it difficult to close out contracts & mismatch with funds requests (20 minutes) – Terry Cox/Open Discussion

8. Federal funding guesses (5 minutes) – Paula/Moira

9. Other Items/Next Advisory Committee Meeting